
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 9, pp. 557 { 561 c 2012 May 10Reducing the sequential dynamics of excitatory neural networks tocellular automataV. I. Nekorkin+y1), A. S.Dmitrichev+y, D.V.Kasatkin+, V. S. Afraimovich�+Institute of Applied Physics of the RAS, 603950 Nizhny Novgorod, Russia�Instituto de Investigacion en Comunicacion Optica, Universidad Autonoma de San Luis Potosi,Lomas 4a 78220 San Luis Potosi, S.L.P., MexicoyLaboratory of Algorithms and Technologies for Network Analysis, The National Research University Higher School of Economics,603093 Nizhny Novgorod, RussiaSubmitted 16 June 2011Resubmitted 21 March 2012An approach is developed for the description and analysis of sequential dynamics of excitatory neural net-works. It is based on the reduction of dynamics of networks to the dynamics of cellular automata on the graphof connections. We apply our approach to network of Hodgkin{Huxley neurons coupled by chemical synapses.One of the signi�cant problems of neurodynamics isdevelopment of analytical methods for studying of mod-els of complex neural networks.Recently in [1] an approach for the study of neuralnetworks has been proposed. It consists in reducing agiven network to a discrete model. In this model [2]each neuron is represented by a �nite number of statesand there are rules which determine how a neuron goesfrom one state to another. However, the approach hassome limitations. It is based essentially on a speci�ccharacter of the dynamics of neurons. Indeed, the neu-rons are assumed to be relaxational. In this case eachneuron can be in one of three consecutive phases: activephase, when a neuron can excite other neurons, refrac-tory phase, when a neuron is non-responsive to the ac-tion of other neurons, and rest phase, when a neuron canbe excited (activated) by other neurons. The duration ofthe refractory phase is assumed to be a multiple of theduration of the active phase. Thus the duration of theactive phase is considered as a discretization time step.The interaction between neurons is taken into accountin the following way. If a neuron receives an excita-tory input, the excitation occurs instantaneously. Onthe other hand, if a neuron receives an inhibitory in-put, then it becomes excited due to the post-inhibitoryrebound only when the inhibition ends. Moreover, theapproach can be rigorously applied only to excitatory-inhibitory networks. In [3] the examples of applicationof this approach to speci�c biophysical models are pre-sented.Unlike [1, 3], here we o�er an approach for analyzingthe dynamics of excitatory neural networks. It consists1)e-mail: vnekorkin@neuron.appl.sci-nnov.ru

in reducing continuous dynamics of neural networks toa discrete dynamical systems in the form of a cellularautomaton (CA) on the graph of connections. In theapproach the main role is played by the dynamics ofsynapses but not by the speci�c features of neurons. Infact, the CA represents a network of synapses with a�nite number of states which alternate each other ac-cording to some �xed rules. To determine the rulesone needs to study only the responses of an individualsynapse onto actions of neighboring (in graph of con-nections) synapses through corresponding neurons. Asa result the numerical integration of the whole system ofordinary di�erential equations (ODEs) is not needed.Moreover, since the form of the neuron responses isnot important, the approach is applicable to a broadset of networks including those consisting of neurons,which possess the neural excitability property (neuronsof the class 2 excitability in the terminology of Izhike-vich [4]).Model. To manifest our approach we consider thenetwork of coupled identical Hodgkin{Huxley neuronswith architecture shown on Fig. 1. The interactionbetween neurons are realized by excitatory chemicalsynapses with short-term plasticity property [5]. Weassume that due to short-term plasticity a synapse hastwo types of responses (waveforms of synaptic conduc-tance s(t), see Fig. 2) depending on the presynapticneurons activity { fast (Fig. 2a) and slow (Fig. 2b) oneswhich are distinguished by the characteristic rise times(T2 and T1) of the synaptic conductance. Such behav-ior may be caused, for instance, by the competition ofpresynaptic facilitation and postsynaptic desensitizationprocesses [6{8]. The dynamics of such network is givenby following system of ODEs:�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012 557
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Fig. 1. The architecture of excitatory neural network. Hereni and si signify the neurons and synapses, respectively

Fig. 2. Qualitative waveforms of synaptic conductance s(t)corresponding to fast (a) and slow (b) synaptic responses(T2 ' 2T1). Symbols P0, P11, P21, P22 signify the discretestates of a synapse (see below, for details)_vi = Ii � gL(vi � 10:613)� gNam3ihi(vi � 115)� (1)� gKn4i (vi + 12)� gsynsi(vi � 150);_xi = [x1(vi)� xi]=�x(vi); (2)_ri = f1(ri)� si + 0:617; (3)_si = 0:005(f2i � si + 0:218): (4)Equations (1) and (2) describe dynamics of membranepotential vi and gating variable xi = mi; hi; ni respec-

tively (i = 1; :::; 4). The terms at the RHS of (1) de-scribe the currents owing through the cell membrane ofthe ith neuron: leak (gL = 0:3), sodium (gNa = 120),potassium (gK = 36), external (Ii), and synaptic (gsyn == 0:066) currents. We borrow the equilibrium functionx1(vi) and the characteristic relaxation time �x(vi) foreach ionic current from [9]. To describe aforementionedplasticity property, we introduced a phenomenologicalmodel of synapse in the form of system (3), (4) withspecially designed functions f1 and f2. The function f1is piecewise linear and resembles the shape of a polyno-mial of degree 5, andf2i = ( (0:4 + 2:23�i�i)ri; ri < 0;2ri; ri > 0: (5)Here, �i = 4Pj=1;j 6=i H(vj � �ji) describes an action of presy-naptic neurons onto the synapse of ith neuron, �i == H(0:01 � si) accounts for refractory property of thesynapse, H(: : : ) is the Heaviside function. The parame-ters �13 = �34 = 20, �32 = 10, �41 = 50 (other �ij = 150)are synaptic thresholds. They characterize the initialinstants of activation of synaptic processes caused byaction of presynaptic neurons.In [10] it was shown that networks of class 2 excitableneurons coupled by excitatory synapses described bysystem of equations similar to (3), (4) can demonstratea variety of sequential activity regimes characterizedby successive �ring of neurons in the form of bursts(bunches of spikes). Also the mechanisms of activationof the synaptic coupling and features of the neuron re-sponse to an excitatory synaptic action were studied. Itwas established that the neurons and the synapses pos-sess the following basic dynamical properties:(a1 ) the time course of synaptic conductance com-pletely determines the dynamics of postsynaptic neu-ron. In particular, when synaptic current is absent (theconductance s = 0) a neuron is at rest. On the otherhand, when the synaptic conductance overcomes somethreshold value which is close to its maximum a neu-ron generates spikes. Note that the temporal intervalsof generation of spikes are relatively short with respectto the characteristic timescales of evolution of the synap-tic conductance. Firing of the neuron then triggers theprocesses of activation of corresponding synaptic cou-plings;(a2 ) when a synapse is active it is non-sensitive tothe presynaptic stimulation, i.e. it is in refractory state.For our purposes we also assume that:�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Reducing the sequential dynamics : : : 559(a3 ) there is a \resonance" relation between thevalue T2 for the slow response and T1 for the fast onesuch that T2 = 2T1.Construction of a cellular automaton. Let usconsider a neural network consisting of N neurons cou-pled by excitatory synapses and assume that neuronsand synapses of the network possess the properties (a1 ){(a3 ). Next we show that these properties allow one toreduce continuous dynamics of the network to a discreteone in the form of cellular automaton on the graph ofsynaptic connections.Graph of connections. Let us �rst de�ne directedgraph G = hQG;KGi. It has N vertices QG == fQ1; Q2; :::; QNg which signify the synapses of thenetwork. The set KG = fK1;K2; :::;KNg reects thearchitecture of the connections in the network. Each Kiis a collection of indices such that j 2 Ki if and only ifthere is a connection from the j-th synapse of the net-work to the i-th synapse through the j-th neuron. In thegraph collectionKi de�nes a set of arrows started at thevertices j 2 Ki and ended at i. This possibility followsfrom the property (a1 ).Discrete states of a synapse. We will de�ne discretestates of a synapse according to the behavior of the s-variable describing its dynamics. Here we use the as-sumption (a3 ). We say that the i-th synapse is in thestate  i(si) that is equal to:� P11 if si(t) undergoes the fast response and s0i(t) >> 0 (see Fig. 2b);� P21 if si(t) undergoes the response of the slow type,s0i(t) > 0 and tin � t � T1+ tin, where si(tin) = 0,s0i(tin) > 0, i.e. si(t) starts growing at the instantof time tin (see Fig. 2a);� P22 if si(t) again undergoes the response of theslow type and s0i(t) > 0, but T1 + tin � t �� 2T1 + tin;� P0 if it is not in one of the previous states, i.e.either it is in the equilibrium state si(t) = 0 ors0i(t) < 0 in both the slow and fast cases (seeFig. 2).Thus, we have replaced the continuous description of thebehavior of the i-th synapse in terms of si(t) by a dis-crete description in terms of  i =  i(si). The set ofvalues of  i, i = 1; :::; N , is the collection of the symbolsP = fP0; P11; P21; P22g. For the sake of convenience weidentify P0 with 0, P11 with 1, P21 with 2, and P22 with3, so P = f0; 1; 2; 3g. We will use both notations below.The rules of CA. Now we de�ne the rules of evolu-tion in time of  i, i.e. the rules of a CA. They can beformulated on the basis of properties (a1 ) and (a2 ).

(i) If i-th synapse at the instant of time t is in thestate P0 ( i[si(t)] = P0), and there is j 2 Ki such that j [sj(t)] = P11 or  j [sj(t)] = P22 then it will be ex-cited at the instant t + T1, i.e.  i[si(t + T1)] = P11 or i[si(t+T1)] = P21 depending on the values of thresholdconstants �ji.(ii) If i-th synapse at the instant of time t is in thestate P21, i.e.  i[si(t)] = P21, then  i[si(t+ T1)] = P22,independently of other synapses. Moreover, the P21-synapse cannot excite another synapse.(iii) If  i[si(t)] = P11 or  i[si(t)] = P22, then i[si(t+ T1)] = P0, independently of the states of othersynapses.(iv) Because of the existence of the refractory period,the synapses in the states P11, P21, P22 do not feel theaction of other synapses.These statements imply that for the �xed i the state i[si(t+T1)] at the instant t+T1 is uniquely determinedby: the state  i[si(t)] at the previous instant of time t;the states of the j-th synapse, j 2 Ki, at the instant oftime t; the values of the threshold constants �ji, j 2 Ki.Hence,  i[si(t+ T1)] == Fi( i[si(t)]; f j [sj(t)]g; f�jig; j 2 Ki); (6)where Fi is a function determined by the statements (i){(iv). The relation (6) is a synaptic CA determined onthe graph of connections G. In Table 1 we summarizethe rules of the CA. In what follows we identify  i[si(t)]with the symbol  i and  i[si(t + T1)] with the symbol i. Thus, given constants �ji the rules of the CA takethe following form: i = Fi( i; f jg; j 2 Ki); (7)where  i;  i 2 P . Table 1Synaptic dynamics rules (Rules Fi of CA) i j ; j 2 Ki P0 P11 P21 P228j 2 Ki,  j = P0 P0 P0 P22 P0or  j = P219j 2 Ki, such P11 or P21 P0 P22 P0that  j = P11 dependingor  j = P22 on �jiSpeci�c example of CA. Here, we illustrate build-ing of a cellular automaton for the neural network mod-eled by the system of Eqs.(1){(5) with the architecturepresented on Fig. 1. First of all the graph of connections�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



560 V. I. Nekorkin, A. S.Dmitrichev, D.V.Kasatkin, V. S.Afraimovichmust be constructed. For this purpose we single out theelementary clusters of the neural network. Each clus-ter Ci is de�ned as part of the network including the i-th synapse and j-th synapses coupled with the i-th onethrough j-th neurons. It is easy to see from the architec-ture of the network that it contains only four elementaryclusters: C1{C4, which are shown on Fig. 3a. Based on

Fig. 3. Elementary clusters of the network (a) and corre-sponding graph of connection G = hfQig; fKig; i = 1; 4i(with K1 = f4g, K2 = f3g, K3 = f1g, K4 = f3g) (b)the structure of each elementary cluster one can con-struct the graph of connections G shown on Fig. 3b.Next one needs to specify the rules Fi for the CA. Forthis purpose we determine the responses of the clusters,i.e. for each cluster Ci, we �nd the responses of the i-thsynapse caused by the di�erent (fast and slow) actionsof the j-th synapse through the j-th neuron, j 2 Ki. Itis implied that a collective action of groups of severalj-th synapses also has to be studied if Ki consists ofmore than one element. For example, let us consider thecluster C1. The state of the synapse s1 depends only onthe state of the synapse s4 (K1 = f4g). Numerical studyshows that the response of the synapse s1 (while it is inthe state P0) to the action of the synapse s4 is alwaysof the double time scale T2, independently of the state(P11 or P22) of s4, i.e. F1(P0; P11jP22) = P11. In Ta-ble 2 full description of the rules F1 de�ning transitionsof synapse s1 from one state to another are presented.Analogously one can obtain the responses of otherclusters and specify the corresponding rules of the CA. Itturns out that F2(P0; P11jP22) = P11, F3(P0; P11jP22) =

Table 2The rules  1 = F1( 1;  4) 1 4 P0 P11 P21 P22P0 P0 P0 P22 P0P11 P21 P0 P22 P0P21 P0 P0 P22 P0P22 P21 P0 P22 P0P21, and F4(P0; P11jP22) = P21. By using these rulesone can see that the CA has the only nontrivial attrac-tor A that is the periodic trajectory (2000)! (3000)!(0020) ! (0030) ! (0102) ! (0003) ! (2000). Onthe Fig. 4 a part of the basin of A is shown. The pe-

Fig. 4. A part of the basin of the periodic attractor in CAriodic points in the attractor are marked by the greycolor. Note that the attractor de�ne the scenario of ac-tivation of synapses of the network and so �ring patternof neurons. From the symbolic sequence correspondingto A it is easy to obtain the following order of �ringsof neurons: 1 ! 3 ! 2 ! 4 and so on. Indeed, a neu-ron �res the spikes when corresponding synaptic conduc-tance overcomes some threshold value close to maximalconductance. In our case it corresponds to narrow timewindows in the vicinity of transitions of synapses fromthe state P11 (or P22) to P0.For the con�rmation of the validity of these results wehave performed the direct numerical study of the originalsystem (1){(5). It was obtained that the only sequentialactivity regime can be formed in the network. Resultsof numerics are presented on Fig. 5. Figures 5a, b illus-trate the behavior of synaptic variables. One can seethe process of the activation of synapses is not preciselyperiodic. It is related to the fact that the resonance con-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012
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Fig. 5. Spatio-temporal diagram of synaptic variables si(si > 0:01 { black, si < 0:01 {white)(a), realizations forsynapses (b) and neurons (c) for established regime in thenetwork (1){(5)dition T2 = 2T1 is satis�ed only with some (nonzero)accuracy. Nevertheless the spatial order of activation ofsynapses is exactly the same as for the CA, and also tem-poral intervals of activation are approximately the sameas for the CA up to the scaling factor T1. From Fig. 5cone can also obtain that order of �ring of neurons coin-cides fully with that obtained by means of the synapticCA approach.We have shown that under some conditions the con-tinuous sequential dynamics of excitatory neural net-work can be reduced to the dynamics of a CA. Notethat it adequately describes \turn on/turn o�" behav-ior of the synapses as well as neurones of the network.The reduction is based on the dynamics of synapses butnot on the speci�c features of neurons. Indeed the in-ternal dynamics of the neurons may be very complexand even chaotic. Thus the approach is applicable to abroad set of excitatory neural networks. Another ad-
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